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 Silencing in Public Schools
 Michelle Fine
 Lying is done with words and also with silence.
 Adrienne Rich, On Lies, Secrets and Silence.
 Demands for silencing signify a terror of words, a fear of talk. This essay
 examines these demands as they echoed through a comprehensive public high
 school in New York City. The silencing resounded in words and in their ab-
 sence; the demands emanated from the New York City Board of Education,
 book publishers, corporate sponsors, religious institutions, administrators,
 teachers, parents, and students. In the odd study of what's not said in public
 schools, one must be curious about whom silencing protects, but vigilant
 about how silencing students and their communities undermines fundamen-
 tally the vision of education as empowerment (Freire 1985; Shor 1980).
 This essay examines what doesn't get talked about in schools and how
 "undesirable" talk is subverted, appropriated, and exported. In this essay si-
 lencing constitutes a process of institutionalized policies and practices which
 obscure the very social, economic, and therefore experiential conditions of
 students' daily lives, and which expel from written, oral, and nonverbal
 expression substantive and critical "talk" about these conditions. Silencing
 orchestrates the paradoxical life of institutions such as schools, which are
 marked as the opportunity for mobility when indeed groups are unevenly
 "mobilized" by the same educational credential, and even more unevenly dis-
 abled by its absence. Further, in a city such as New York, dropouts from the
 wealthiest neighborhoods are systematically more likely to be employed than
 high school graduates from the poorest neighborhoods (Tobier 1984). Yet
 simple, seamless pronouncements of equal opportunity and educational cre-
 dentials as the primary mode of mobility are woven through the curriculum
 and pedagogy of urban high school classes. Silencing constitutes the process
 by which contradictory evidence, ideologies, and experiences find themselves
 buried, camouflaged, and discredited.
 While schools are replete with countertensions, including the voices of ex-
 posure and critique, the press for silencing pervades low income urban
 schools. The centralized and tiered structure of educational administration,
 books used, curriculum generated, pedagogy applied, administrative with-
 holding of data, "objective" mechanisms for evaluating teachers and stu-
 dents, and strategies for excluding parents/guardians and community activists
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 compromise the means by which schools establish themselves as fortresses
 against low-income communities; students are subverted in their attempts to
 merge school and home, and conversations are aborted.
 Silencing, I would guess, more intimately informs low-income, public
 schooling than relatively privileged situations. To question from above holds
 intellectual promise; to question from below forebodes danger. In low-income
 schools both the process of inquiry into students' lived experience, and the
 content to be unearthed are assumed to be, a priori, unsafe territory.
 Silencing sustains the belief in schooling as the mechanism for social mo-
 bility, with contradictory evidence barred. And silencing diverts critique away
 from the economic, social, and educational institutions which organize class,
 race, and gender hierarchies. But the silencing process bears not only ideo-
 logical or cosmetic consequence. These very demands permeate classroom
 life so primitively as to make irrelevant the lived experiences, passions, con-
 cerns, communities, and biographies of low-income, minority students. In the
 process the very voices of students and their communities that public educa-
 tion claims to nurture, shut down.
 This essay focuses on silencing primarily at the level of classroom and
 school talk in a low-income, "low-skill" school. The corporate, institutional,
 and bureaucratic mandates from which demands for silencing derive, while
 acknowledged, remain relatively immune from the present analysis. This is
 not to locate blame inside classrooms nor with individual teachers, but
 merely to extract from these interactions the raw material for a critical view
 of silencing. The data derive from a year-long ethnography of a high school
 in Manhattan, attended by 3,200 students, predominantly low-income blacks
 and Hispanics from Central Harlem, and run primarily by black paraprofes-
 sionals and aides, white administrators and teachers, with some Hispanic par-
 aprofessionals and teachers (see Fine 1985, 1986).
 The analysis seems important for two reasons. First, there is substantial
 evidence that many students in this school, considered low in skill and moti-
 vation, were eager to choreograph their own learning, to generate a curricu-
 lum of lived experience and to engage in a participatory pedagogy. Every
 attempt, intended or not, to undermine their educational autobiographizing,
 by teachers or administrators, sacrificed another chance to connect with stu-
 dents and their communities (Bastian, Fruchter, Gittell, Greer & Haskins
 1985; Connell, Ashenden, Kessler & Dowsett 1984; Lightfoot 1978). While
 not overstating the academic energy spontaneously displayed by these adoles-
 cents, I would stress that those administrators, teachers, and paraprofession-
 als sufficiently interested and patient did generate classrooms of relatively
 "alive" participants. More overwhelming to the observer, however, silencing
 engulfed life inside the classrooms and administrative offices.
 This loss of connection bears significant consequence for low-income, mi-
 nority students who are fundamentally ambivalent about the educational pro-
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 cess and its credentials (Carnoy & Levin 1985). As confident as they were
 that "you can't get nowhere without a diploma," most were also mindful that
 "the richest man in my neighborhood didn't graduate but from eighth
 grade." And, of course, they were not wrong. Each of these two beliefs with-
 stands tests of empirical validity, measured in labor force statistics, as well as
 experiential validity, confirmed daily on their streets. "Within democratic so-
 ciety, . . . contradictions between the rhetoric of equality and the reality of
 domination must be obscured" (Cummins 1986, p. 25). And so the process
 of silencing camouflaged such contradictions, advancing ironically the cyni-
 cism of the latter student belief, eroding the idealism of the former.
 The silencing process is but one aspect of what is often, for low-income
 students, an impoverished educational tradition. Infiltrating administrative
 "talk," curriculum development, and pedagogical technique, the means of si-
 lencing establish impenetrable barriers between the worlds of school and
 community life.
 The Impulse to Silence: Fears of Naming
 In June of 1984 I decided to spend the following fall and spring conducting an
 ethnography inside this high school, watching specifically for the production
 and reproduction of high school graduates and dropouts, not yet interested in
 anything I would later consider silencing (see Fine 1985, 1986). 1 To my re-
 quest for entree to his school, the principal greeted me as follows:
 Field Note, June 1984.
 Mr. Stein : Sure you can do your research on dropouts at this school. With one
 provision. You can not mention the words "dropping out" to the students.
 MF: Why not?
 Stein : I firmly believe that if you say it, you encourage them to do it.
 My field notes continue, "When he said this, I thought, adults should be so
 lucky, that adolescents wait for us to name dropping out, or sex, for them to
 do it." From September through June I witnessed daily life inside class-
 rooms, deans' and nurses' offices, the attendance room, and the lunchroom.
 Over time it struck me as even more naive that the school administrator
 would believe that what adults say engenders teenage compliance. With so lit-
 tle evidence that adult talk promotes any adolescent compliance, how could
 one continue to believe that if an authority says it, students will conform; that
 naming is dangerous and not naming is safe?
 1. This research was made possible by a grant from the W.T. Grant Foundation, New York
 City, 1984 through 1985.
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 As the year transpired, what became apparent was not naivete but a sys-
 tematic, school-based fear of talk; a special kind of talk which might be
 called naming. Naming gives license to critical conversation about social and
 economic arrangements, particularly inequitable distributions of power and
 resources, by which these students and their kin suffer disproportionately.
 The fear of naming provoked the move to silence.
 One can only speculate on this inferred fear of naming. By no means uni-
 versal, it was, by every measure, commonplace. Let us assume that urban
 teachers and administrators seek to believe that schooling can make a signif-
 icant difference, collectively or individually, in the lives of these adolescents.
 Given that they have little authority to create what they might consider the
 necessary conditions (see Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy
 1986; Holmes Group 1986), "choices" are undoubtedly made about how to
 make sense of their work and their presumably limited effectiveness. Not
 naming fits essentially with how one structures meaning of the work of public
 education.
 With one strategy administrators and teachers viewed most of these stu-
 dents as unteachable, following the logic of social studies teacher Mr. Ros-
 aldo, "If I reach 20 percent, if we save 20 percent, that's a miracle. Most of
 these kids don't have a chance." While the incidence of this belief remains to
 be documented, compelling correlational evidence suggests that those teach-
 ers who feel most disempowered in their institutions are also most likely to
 subscribe to such a notion, to agree that "These kids can't be helped." (Fine
 1983). Perhaps these teachers have themselves been silenced over time. For
 them, naming social equities in the classroom could only expose social cir-
 cumstances they believed to be basically self-imposed and diminish the dis-
 tance between "them" and "us." When I presented the data to the faculty at
 the end of the year and suggested, for example, that the level of involuntary
 "discharges" processed through this school would never be tolerated in the
 schools attended by the faculty's children, I was reminded by a faculty mem-
 ber, "That's an absurd comparison. The schools my kids go to are nothing
 like this - the comparison is itself sensationalism!" The social distance be-
 tween "them" and "us" was reified and naturalized.
 Other teachers subscribed loyally to beliefs in a color-blind meritocracy.
 They merely dismissed the empirical data which would have had to inform
 the process of naming. Here they followed the logic of science teacher Ms.
 Tannenbaum, "If these students work hard, they can really become some-
 thing. Especially today with Affirmative Action." They rejected or avoided
 counterevidence: e.g., that black high school graduates living in Harlem are
 still far less likely to be employed than white high school dropouts living in
 more elite sections of New York (Tobier 1984). Enormous energy must be re-
 quired to sustain beliefs in equal opportunity and the color-blind power of
 credentials, and to silence nagging losses of faith when evidence to the con-
 trary compels on a daily basis. Naming in such a case would only unmask,
 fundamentally disrupting or contradicting one's belief system.
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 But some educators did actively engage their students in lively, critical dis-
 course about the complexities and inequities of prevailing economic and so-
 cial relations. Often importing politics from other spheres of their lives, the
 feminist English teacher, the community activist who taught grammar, or the
 Marxist historian wove critical analysis into their classrooms with little effort.
 These classrooms were permeated with the openness of naming, free of the
 musty tension which derives from conversations-not-had.
 Most educators at this school, however, seemed to survive by not naming
 or analyzing social problems. They taught the curricula and pedagogical tech-
 niques they hoped would soothe students and smooth social contradictions.
 Many would probably have not considered conversation about social class,
 gender, or race politics relevant to their courses, or easily integrated into their
 curricula. One could have assumed, therefore, that they had benignly ne-
 glected these topics.
 Evidence of fear, however, rather than neglect, grew salient when students
 (activated by curiosity or rebellion) raised topics which were rapidly shut
 down. A systemic expulsion of dangerous topics permeated the room. I
 would posit that, to examine power differentials, the very conditions which
 contribute to insidious social class, racial, ethnic, and gender divisions in the
 U.S., when the teacher is relatively privileged by class usually and race often,
 introduces for educators fantasies of danger. Such conversations problematize
 what seem like 'natural' social distinctions, such as the distinction between
 where one teaches and where one sends one's children to be taught. Such
 conversations threaten to erode teachers' authority. While usually not by con-
 scious choice, teachers and administrators engaged in diverse strategies to
 preempt, detour, or ghettoize such conversations. Not naming , as a particular
 form of silencing, was accomplished creatively. Often with good intentions,
 not naming bore equally devastating consequences.
 Naming may indeed be dangerous to beliefs often promoted in public
 schools; it is for that very reason essential to the creation of an empowered
 and critical constituency of educated social participants (Aronowitz & Giroux
 1985). To not name bears consequences for all students, but more so for low-
 income, minority youths. To not name is to systematically alienate, cut off
 from home, from heritage and from lived experience, and ultimately to sever
 from their educational process. Following the lead of Adrienne Rich in the
 opening quote, silencing is examined below through what was said and what
 was not said in this public school across the academic year 1984-1985, begin-
 ning with the obvious, if redundant occurrence of administrative silencing.
 Administrative Silencing: White Noise
 Field Note : September 1985
 We are proud to say that 80 percent of our high school graduates go on to
 college.
 Principal, Parents' Association meeting, September 1985
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 At the first Parent's Association meeting, Mr. Stein, the principal, boasted
 an 80 percent "college-bound" rate. Almost all graduates of this inner city
 high school head for college; a comforting claim oft repeated by urban school
 administrators in the 1980s. While accurate, this pronouncement fundamen-
 tally de toured the conversation away from the fact that in this school, as in
 others, only 20 percent of incoming ninth graders ever graduated. In other
 words, 16 percent of the 1220 ninth graders of 1978-1979 were headed for col-
 lege by 1985. The "white noise" promoted by the administration reverberated
 silence in the audience. Not named, and therefore not problematized, was re-
 tention. No questions were asked.
 Not naming signifies an administrative craft. The New York City Board of
 Education, for example, refuses to monitor retention, promotion, and edu-
 cational achievement statistics by race and ethnicity for fear of "appearing
 racist" (Personal Communication 1984). 2 As a result huge discrepancies in
 educational advancement, by race and ethnicity, remain undocumented in
 Board publications. Likewise dropout calculations may include students on
 register when they have not been seen for months; may presume that students
 who enroll in GED programs are not dropouts, or that those who produce
 "working papers" are about to embark on careers (which involves a letter, for
 example, from a Chicken Delight clerk assuring that José has a job, so that
 he can leave school at sixteen). Such procedures insidiously contribute to not
 naming the density of the dropout problem.
 While administrative silencing is unfortunately almost a redundant notion,
 the concerns of this essay are primarily focused on classroom- and school-
 based activities of silencing. Examining the processes of not naming peda-
 gogically and within the public school curriculum, the essay ends with the
 most dramatic embodiment of silencing, the academically mute bodies of
 those young black teenage girls who say nothing all day, who have perfected
 the mask of being silenced, who are never identified as a problem.
 The remainder of the essay moves from pedagogy to curriculum to disci-
 pline as discrete moments in the silencing process.
 Closing Down Conversations
 Field Note: October 17> Business Class
 White teacher : What's EOE?
 Black male student : Equal over time.
 White teacher : Not quite. Anyone else?
 Black female student : Equal Opportunity Employer.
 2. Personal communication with employee in the High Schools' Division, New York City
 Board of Education, in response to inquiry about why New York City does not maintain race/
 ethnicity-sensitive statistics on dropping out and school achievement.
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 Teacher: That's right.
 Black male student (2): What does that mean?
 Teacher: That means that an employer can't discriminate on the
 basis of sex, age, marital status, or race.
 Black male student (2): But wait, sometimes white people only hire white
 people.
 Teacher: No, they're not supposed to if they say EOE in their
 ads. Now take out your homework.
 Later that day:
 MF: Why don't you discuss racism in your class?
 Teacher : It would demoralize the students, they need to feel positive and opti-
 mistic - like they have a chance. Racism is just an excuse they use not
 to try harder.
 What enables some teachers to act as if students benefit from such smooth-
 ing over (Wexler, 1983)? For whose good are the roots, the scars and the
 structures of class, race, and gender inequity obscured by teachers, texts and
 tests (Anyon 1983)? Are not the "fears of demoralizing" a projection by
 teachers of their own silenced loss of faith in public education, and their own
 fears of unmasking or freeing a conversation about social inequities?
 At the level of curriculum, texts, and conversation in classrooms, school
 talk and knowledge were radically severed from the daily realities of adoles-
 cents' lives and more systematically allied with the lives of teachers (McNeil
 1981). Routinely discouraged from critically examining the conditions of their
 lives, dissuaded from creating their own curriculum, built of what they know,
 students were often encouraged to disparage the circumstances in which they
 live, warned by their teachers: "You act like that, and you'll end up on wel-
 fare!" Most were or have been surviving on some form of federal, state or
 city assistance.
 "Good students" managed these dual/duel worlds by learning to speak
 standard English dialect, whether they originally spoke black English, Span-
 ish, or Creole. And more poignant still, they trained themselves to speak and
 produce in two voices. One's "own" voice alternated with an "academic"
 voice which denied class, gender, and race conflict; reproduced ideologies
 about hard work, success, and their "natural" sequence; and stifled the de-
 sire to disrupt.
 In a study conducted in 1981, it was found that the group of South Bronx
 students who were "successes" - those who remained in high school - when
 compared to dropouts, were significantly more depressed, less politically
 aware, less likely to be assertive in the classroom if they were undergraded,
 and more conformist (Fine 1983)! A moderate level of depression, an absence
 of political awareness, the presence of self-blame, low-assertiveness, and high
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 conformity may tragically have constituted evidence of the "good" urban stu-
 dent at this high school. They learned not to raise, and indeed to help shut
 down, "dangerous" conversation. The price of "success" may have been mut-
 ing one's own voice.
 Other students from this school resolved the "two voices" tension with
 creative, if ultimately self-defeating, strategies. Cheray reflected on this mo-
 ment of hegemony after she dropped out: "In school we learned Columbus
 Avenue stuff and I had to translate it into Harlem. They think livin' up here
 is unsafe and our lives are so bad. That we should want to move out and get
 away. That's what you're supposed to learn."3
 Tony thoroughly challenged the academic voice as ineffective pedagogy: "I
 never got math when I was in school. Then I started sellin' dope and runnin'
 numbers and I picked it up right away. They should teach the way it matters."
 Alicia accepted the academic voice as the standard, while disparaging with
 faint praise what she knew: "I'm wise , not smart. There's a difference. I can
 walk into a room and I knows what people be thinkin' and what's goin'
 down. But not what he be talkin' about in history."
 Finally many saw the academic voice as exclusively legitimate, if inacces-
 sible. Monique, after two months out of school, admitted, "I'm scared to go
 out lookin' for a job. They be usin' words in the interview like in school.
 Words I don't know. I can't be askin' them for a dictionary. It's like in school.
 You ask and you feel like a dummy."
 By segregating the academic voice from one's own, schools contribute to
 controversy not only linguistic in form (Zorn 1982). The intellectual, social,
 and emotional substance which constitutes minority students' lives was rou-
 tinely treated as irrelevant, to be displaced and silenced. Their responses,
 spanning acquiesence to resistance, bore serious consequence.
 Contradictions Folded : The Pedagogical Creation of Dichotomies
 If "lived talk" was actively expelled on the basis pf content, contradictory
 talk was basically rendered impossible. Social contradictions were folded into
 dichotomous choices. Again, one can only speculate on whom this accom-
 modates, but the creation of dichotomies and the reification of single truths
 does much to bolster educators' control, enforcing an explicit distance be-
 tween those who know and those who don't; discrediting often those who
 think (McNeil 1981).
 In early spring, a social studies teacher structured an in-class debate on
 Bernard Goetz - New York City's "subway vigilante." She invited "those stu-
 3. Columbus Avenue, on the upper West Side, has recently become a rapidly gentrified, elite
 neighborhood in Manhattan, displacing many low-income, particularly black and Hispanic
 residents.
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 dents who agree with Goetz to sit on one side of the room, and those who
 think he was wrong to sit on the other side." To the large residual group who
 remained midroom the teacher remarked, "Don't be lazy. You have to make
 a decision. Like at work, you can't be passive." A few wandered over to the
 "pro-Goetz" side. About six remained in the center. Somewhat angry, the
 teacher continued: "Ok, first we'll hear the pro-Goetz side and then the anti-
 Goetz side. Those of you who have no opinions, who haven't even thought
 about the issue, you won't get to talk unless we have time."
 Deidre, a black senior, bright and always quick to raise contradictions oth-
 erwise obscured, advocated the legitimacy of the middle group. "It's not that
 I have no opinions. I don't like Goetz shootin' up people who look like my
 brother, but I don't like feelin' unsafe in the projects or in my neighborhood
 either. I got lots of opinions. I ain't bein' quiet 'cause I can't decide if he's
 right or wrong. I'm talkin'."
 Deidre's comment legitimized for herself and others the right to hold com-
 plex, perhaps even contradictory positions on a complex situation. Such legit-
 imacy was rarely granted by faculty - with clear and important exceptions
 including activist faculty and paraprofessionals who lived in central Harlem
 with the kids, who understood and respected much about their lives.
 Among the chorus of voices heard within this high school, then, lay little
 room for Gramsci's (1971) contradictory consciousness. Artificial dichotomies
 were understood as received and natural: right and wrong answers, good and
 bad behavior, moral and immoral people, dumb and smart students, respon-
 sible and irresponsible parents, good and bad neighborhoods. Contradiction
 and ambivalence, forced underground, were experienced often, if only ex-
 pressed rarely.
 I asked Ronald, a student in remedial reading class, why he stayed in
 school. He responded with the sophistication and complexity the question de-
 served, "Reason I stay in school is 'cause every time I get on the subway I
 see this drunk and I think 'not me.' But then I think 'bet he has a high school
 degree.' " The power of his statement lies in its honesty, as well as the infre-
 quency with which such comments were voiced. Ronald explained that he ex-
 pected support for this position neither on the street nor in the school.
 School talk filled youths with promises that few believed, but many repeated:
 the promises of hard work, education, and success; warnings about welfare.
 Street talk belied another reality, described by Shondra, "They be sayin,
 'What you doin' in school? Could be out here scramblin' [selling drugs] and
 makin' money now. That degree ain't gonna get you nothing better.' "
 When black adolescent high school graduates, in the October following
 graduation, suffered a 56 percent unemployment rate and black adolescent
 high school dropouts suffered a 70 percent unemployment rate, the very con-
 tradictions which remained unspoken within school were amplified in the
 minds and worries of these young men and women (Young 1983).
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 Conversations Psychologized: The Curriculum Splits the Personal and the
 Social
 Some conversations within schools were closed; others were dichotomized.
 Yet a few conversations, indeed those most relevant to socioeconomic ar-
 rangements and inequities, remained psychologized. The topics were man-
 aged exclusively as personal problems inside the offices of school
 psychologists or counselors. The lived experiences of all adolescents, and par-
 ticularly those surviving city life in poverty, place their physical and mental
 well-being as well as that of their kin in constant jeopardy. And yet conver-
 sations about these were conditions of life, about alcoholism, drug abuse, do-
 mestic violence, environmental hazards, gentrification, and poor health - to
 the extent that they happened at all - remained confined to individual ses-
 sions with counselors (for those lucky enough to gain hearing with a coun-
 selor in the 800-1 ratio, and gutsy enough to raise the issue) or, if made
 academic, were raised in hygiene class (for those fortunate enough to have
 made it to twelfth grade when hygiene was offered). A biology teacher, one
 of the few black teachers in the school, actually integrated creative writing as-
 signments such as "My life as an alcoholic" and "My life as the child of an
 alcoholic" into her biology class curriculum. Her department chairman repri-
 manded her severely for introducing "extraneous materials" into her class-
 room. Teachers, too, were silenced.
 The prevalence of health and social problems experienced by these adoles-
 cents, and their curricular marginalization, exemplified a rigid academic un-
 willingness to address these concerns, in social studies, science, English, or
 even math. A harsh resistance to name the lived experiences of these teens
 paralleled the unwillingness to integrate these experiences as the substance of
 learning. Issues to be avoided at all costs, they were addressed only once they
 dramatically pierced the life of an adolescent who sought help.
 The offices of school psychologists or counselors therefore became the pri-
 mary sites for addressing what were indeed social concerns, should have been
 academic concerns, and were most likely to be managed as personal and pri-
 vate concerns. The curricular privatizing and psychologizing of public and po-
 litical issues served to reinforce the alienation of students' lives from their
 educational experiences, made worse only by those conversations never had.
 Conversations Never Had
 A mechanistic view of teachers terrorized of naming and students passively
 accommodating could not be further from the daily realities of life inside a
 public high school. Many teachers name and critique, although most don't.
 Some students passively shut down, but most remain alive and even resistant.
 Classrooms are filled with students wearing Walkmans, conversing among
 themselves and with friends in the halls, and some even persistently challeng-
 ing the experiences and expertise of their teachers. But the typical classroom
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 still values silence, control, and quiet, as John Goodlad (1984), Theodore
 Sizer (1985), Jean Anyon (1983), and others have documented. The insidious
 push toward silence in low-income schools became most clear sometime after
 my interview with Eartha, a sixteen-year-old high school dropout.
 MF : Eartha, when you were a kid, did you participate a lot in school?
 Eartha : Not me, I was a good kid. Made no trouble.
 I asked this question of fifty-five high school dropouts. After the third re-
 sponded as Eartha did, I realized that for me, participation was encouraged,
 delighted in, and a measure of the "good student." For these adolescents,
 given their contexts of schooling, "participation" signified poor discipline and
 rude classroom behavior.
 Students learned the dangers of talk, the codes of participating and not,
 and they learned, in more nuanced ways, which conversations were never to
 be initiated. In Philadelphia a young high school student explained to me:
 "We ain't allowed to talk about abortion. They tell us we can't discuss it no
 way." When I asked a School District Administrator about this policy, she
 qualified: "It's not that they can't talk about it. The teacher, if the topic is
 raised by a student, can define abortion, just not discuss it beyond that." This
 distinction between define and discuss makes sense only if education signifies
 teacher authority, and control implies silence. Perhaps this is why classroom
 control often feels so fragile. Control through omission is fragile, fully contin-
 gent on students' willingness to collude and "play" at not naming. While it
 ostensibly postures teacher authority, it actually betrays a plea for student
 compliance.
 Silence comes in many forms. Conversations can be closed by teachers, or
 forestalled by student compliance. But other conversations are expressly sub-
 verted, never had. A policy of enforced silencing was applied to information
 about the severe economic and social consequences of dropping out of high
 school. This information was systematically withheld from students who were
 being discharged. When students were discharged in New York State - a
 "choice" available to few middle-class, particularly white students - they were
 guaranteed an exit interview, which, in most cases, involved an attendance of-
 ficer who asked students what they planned to do, and then requested a
 meeting with a parent/guardian to sign official documents. The officer
 handed the student a list of GED/outreach programs. The student left, often
 eager to find work, get a GED, go to a private business school, or join the
 military. Informed conversations about the consequences of the students' de-
 cision are not legally mandated. As they left, these adolescents did not learn :
 • that over 50 percent of black high school dropouts suffer unemploy-
 ment in cities like New York City (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
 1982);
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 • that 48 percent of New Yorkers who sit for the Graduate Equivalency
 Diploma test fail (New York State Department of Education 1985);
 • that private trade schools, including cosmetology, beautician, and
 business schools have been charged with unethical recruitment prac-
 tices, exploitation of students, earning more from students who drop
 out than those who stay, not providing promised jobs and having, on
 average, a 70 percent dropout rate (see Fine 1986);
 • that the military, during "peacetime," refuses to accept females with
 no high school degree, and only reluctantly accepts such males, who
 suffer an extremely high rate of less-than-honorable discharge within
 six months of enlistment (Militarism Resource Project 1985).
 Students were thereby denied informed consent if they left high school
 prior to graduation. These conversations-not-had failed to correct and there-
 fore nurtured powerful beliefs that "the GED is no sweat, a piece of cake";
 that "you can get jobs, they promise, after goin' to Sutton or ABI"; or that
 "in the Army I can get me a GED, skills, travel, benefits. ..."
 Maintaining Silence Through Democracy and Discipline
 Means of maintaining silences and assuring no dangerous disruptions know
 few bounds. One institutionalized strategy involves the appropriation of in-
 ternal dissent, framed as democracy for parents and students. This strategy is
 increasingly popular in this era of rhetorical "empowerment."
 At this school the Parents' Association executive board was comprised of
 ten parents: eight black women, one black man, and one white woman. Eight
 no longer had children attending the school. At about midyear teachers were
 demanding smaller class size. So too was the President of the Parents' Asso-
 ciation at this Executive meeting with the Principal.
 President : I'm concerned about class size. Carol Bellamy (City Council Pres-
 ident) notified us that you received monies earmarked to reduce class size and
 yet what have you done?
 Mr. Stein: Quinones (Schools Chancellor) promised no high school class
 greater than 34 by February. That's impossible! What he is asking I can't guar-
 antee unless you tell me how to do it. If I reduce class size, I must eliminate all
 specialized classes, all electives. Even then I can't guarantee. To accede to Qui-
 nones, that classes be less than 34, we must eliminate the elective in English, in
 social studies, all art classes, eleventh year math, physics, accounting, wordpro-
 cessing. We were going to offer a Haitian Patois bilingual program, fourth year
 French, a museums program, bio-pre-med, health careers, coop and pre-coop,
 choreography and advanced ballet. The nature of the school will be changed
 fundamentally.
 We won't be able to call this an academic high school, only a program for
 slow learners.
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 Woman (1): Those are very important classes.
 Stein : I am willing to keep these classes. Parents want me to keep these
 classes. That's where I'm at.
 Woman (2): What is the average?
 Stein: Thirty- three.
 Woman (1): Are any classes over forty?
 Stein: No, except if it's a Singleton class - the only one offered. If these
 courses weren't important, we wouldn't keep them. You know we always work
 together. If it's your feeling we should not eliminate all electives and maintain
 things, OK! Any comments?
 Woman (1): I think continue. Youngsters aren't getting enough now. And the
 teachers will not any more.
 Woman (3): You have our unanimous consent and support.
 Stein: When I talk to the Board of Education, I'll say I'm talking for the
 parents.
 Woman (4): I think it's impossible to teach forty.
 Stein: We have a space problem. Any other issues?
 An equally conciliatory student council was constituted to decide on stu-
 dent activities, prom arrangements, and student fees. They were largely
 pleased to meet in the principal's office.
 At the level of critique, silence was guaranteed by the selection of and
 then democratic participation of individuals within "constituency-based
 groups."
 If dissent was appropriated through mechanisms of democracy, it was ex-
 ported through mechanisms of discipline. The most effective procedure for
 silencing was to banish the source of dissent, tallied in the school's dropout
 rate. As indicated by the South Bronx study referred to above (Fine 1983),
 and the research of others (Elliott, Voss & Wendling 1966; Felice 1981; Fine
 & Rosenberg 1983), it is often the academic critic resisting the intellectual
 and verbal girdles of schooling who "drops out" or is pushed out of low-in-
 come schools. Extraordinary rates of suspensions, expulsions, and discharges
 experienced by black and Hispanic youths speak to this form of silencing
 (Advocates for Children 1985). Estimates of urban dropout rates range from
 approximately 42 percent for New York City, Boston, and Chicago Boards of
 Education to 68-80 percent from Aspira, an educational advocacy organiza-
 tion (1983).
 At the school which served as the site for this ethnographic research, a 66
 percent dropout rate was calculated. Two-thirds of the students who began
 ninth grade in 1978-79 did not receive diplomas nor degrees by June 1985. I
 presented these findings to a collection of deans, advisors, counselors, admin-
 istrators, and teachers, many of whom were the sponsors and executors of the
 discharge process. At first I met with total silence. A dean then explained,
 "These kids need to be out. It's unfair to the rest. My job is like a pilot on a
 hijacked plane. My job is to throw the hijacker overboard." The one black
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 woman in the room, a guidance counselor, followed: "What Michelle is say-
 ing is true. We do throw students out of here and deny them their education.
 Black kids especially." Two white male administrators interrupted, chiding
 the "liberal tendencies" of guidance counselors, who, as they put it, "don't
 see how really dangerous these kids are." The meeting ended.
 Dissent was institutionally "democraticized," exported, trivialized, or bur-
 eaucratized. These mechanisms made it unlikely for change or challenge to
 be given a serious hearing.
 Whispers of Resistance: The Silenced Speak
 In nonelite public high schools organized around control through silence, the
 student, teacher, or paraprofessional who talks, who tells or who wants to
 speak, transforms rapidly into the subversive, the trouble maker. The speak-
 ing student, unless she or he spoke in an honors class or affected the aca-
 demic mode of imputing nondangerous topics and benign words, unless
 protected by wealth, influential parents, or an unusual capacity to be both
 critic and good student, emerged as provocateur. Depending on school, cir-
 cumstance, and style, the students' response to silence varied. She may have
 buried herself in mute isolation. He may have been promoted to resist or or-
 ganize other students. But most of these youths, for complex reasons, were
 ultimately propelled to flee prior to graduation. Some then sought "alterna-
 tive contexts" in which their strengths, their competencies, and their voices
 could flourish on their own terms:
 [Hector's a subway graffiti artist:] Iťs like an experience you never get.
 You're on the subway tracks. It's 3:00 a.m., dark, cold and scary. You're trying
 to create your best. The cops can come to bust you, or you could fall on the
 electric third rail. My friend died when he dropped his spray paint on that rail.
 It exploded. He died and I watched. It's awesome, intense. A peak moment
 when you can't concentrate on nothin', no problems, just creation. And it's like
 a family. When Michael Stewart [graffiti artist] was killed by cops, you know he
 was a graffiti man, we all came out of retirement to mourn him. Even me, I
 stopped 'cause my girl said it was dangerous. We came out and painted funeral
 scenes and cemeteries on the #1 and the N [subway lines]. For Michael. We
 know each other, you know an artist when you see him: It's a family. Belonging.
 They want me in, not out like at school.
 Carmen pursued the Job Corps when she left school: You ever try plastering,
 Michelle? It's great. You see holes in walls. You see a problem and you fix it.
 Job Corps lost its money when I was in it, in Albany. I had to come home, back
 to Harlem. I felt better there than ever in my school. Now I do nothin'. It's a
 shame. Never felt as good as then.
 Monique got pregnant and then dropped out: I wasn't never good at nothing.
 In school I felt stupid and older than the rest. But I'm a great mother to Chita.
 Catholic schools for my baby, and maybe a house in New Jersey.
 Carlos y who left school at age twenty, after a frustrating five years since he and
 his parents exiled illegally from Mexico hopes to join the military : I don't want
 to kill nobody. Just, you know how they advertise, the Marines. I never been
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 one of the Few and the Proud. I'm always 'shamed of myself. So I'd like to try
 it.
 In an uninviting economy, these adolescents responded to the silences
 transmitted through public schooling by pursuing what they considered to be
 creative alternatives. But let us understand that for such low-income youths,
 these alternatives generally replaced formal schooling. Creative alternatives
 for middle-class adolescents, an after-school art class or music lessons, pri-
 vately afforded by parents, generally supplement formal schooling.
 Whereas school-imposed silence may be an initiation to adulthood for the
 middle-class adolescent about to embark on a life of participation and agency,
 school-imposed silence more typically represents the orientation to adulthood
 for the low-income or working-class adolescent about to embark on a life of
 work at McDonald's, in a factory, as a domestic or clerk, or on Aid to Fam-
 ilies with Dependent Children. For the low-income student, the imposed si-
 lence of high school cannot be ignored as a necessary means to an end. They
 are the present and they are likely to be the future (Ogbu 1978).
 Some teachers, paraprofessionals, and students expressly devoted their
 time, energy, and classes to exposing silences institutionally imposed. One
 reading teacher prepared original grammar worksheets, including items such
 as "Most women in Puerto Rico (is, are) oppressed." A history teacher dra-
 matically presented his autobiography to his class, woven with details on the
 life of Paul Robeson. An English teacher formed a writers' collective of her
 multilingual "remedial" writing students. A paraprofessional spoke openly
 with students who decided not to report the prime suspect in a local murder
 to the police, but to clergy instead. She recognized that their lives would be
 in jeopardy, despite "what the administrators who go home to the suburbs
 preach." But these voices of naming were weak, individual, and isolated.
 What if these voices, along with the chorus of dropouts, were allowed
 expression? If they were not whispered, isolated, or drowned out in dispar-
 agement, what would happen if these stories were solicited, celebrated, and
 woven into a curriculum? What if the history of schooling were written by
 those high school critics who remained in school and those who dropped out?
 What if the "dropout problem" were studied in school as a collective critique
 by consumers of public education?
 Dropping out instead is viewed by educators, policy makers, teachers, and
 often students as an individual act, an expression of incompetence or self-sab-
 otage. As alive, motivated, and critical as they were at age seventeen, most
 of the interviewed dropouts were silenced, withdrawn, and depressed by age
 twenty-two. They had tried the private trade schools, been in and out of the
 military, failed the GED exam once or more, had too many children to care
 for, too many bills to pay, and only self-blaming regrets, seeking private so-
 lutions to public problems. Muting, by the larger society, had ultimately suc-
 ceeded, even for those who fled initially with resistance, energy, and vision
 (Apple 1982).
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 I'll end with an image which occurred throughout the year, repeated
 across classrooms and across urban public high schools. As familiar as it is
 haunting, the portrait most dramatically captures the physical embodiment of
 silencing in urban schools.
 Field Note: February 16
 Patrice is a young black female, in eleventh grade. She says nothing all day
 in school. She sits perfectly mute. No need to coerce her into silence. She often
 wears her coat in class. Sometimes she lays her head on her desk. She never dis-
 rupts. Never disobeys. Never speaks. And is never identified as a problem. Is
 she the student who couldn't develop two voices and so silenced both? Is she so
 filled with anger, she fears to speak? Or so filled with depression she knows not
 what to say?
 Whose problem is Patrice?
 Postscript on Research As Exposing
 The process of conducting research within schools to identify words that
 could have seen said, talk that should have been nurtured, and information
 that needed to be announced, suffers from voyeurism and perhaps the worst
 of post hoc arrogance. The researcher's sadistic pleasure of spotting another
 teacher's collapsed contradiction, aborted analysis, or silencing sentence was
 moderated only by the ever-present knowledge that similar analytic surgery
 could easily be performed on my own classes.
 And yet it is the very 'naturalness' of not naming, of shutting down or
 marginalizing conversations for the 'sake of getting on with learning' that de-
 mands educators' attention. Particularly so for low-income youths highly am-
 bivalent about the worth of a diploma, desperately desirous of and at the
 same time discouraged from its achievement.
 If the process of education is to allow children, adolescents, and adults
 their voices - to read, write, create, critique, and transform - how can we jus-
 tify the institutionalizing of silence at the level of policies which obscure sys-
 temic problems behind a rhetoric of "excellence" and "progress," a
 curriculum bereft of the lived experiences of students themselves, a pedagogy
 organized around control and not conversation, and a thoroughgoing psy-
 chologizing of social issues which enables Patrice to bury herself in silence
 and not be noticed?
 A self-critical analysis of the fundamental ways in which we teach children
 to betray their own voices is crucial.
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